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Uniform Error Estimates of Galerkin Methods for Monotone

Abel-Volterra Integral Equations on the Half-Line*
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Dedicated to Prof. Dr.  Gerhard Veltkamp on the occasion of his 65th birthday

Abstract. We consider Galerkin methods for monotone Abel-Volterra integral equa-

tions of the second kind on the half-line. The L2 theory follows from Kolodner's theory

of monotone Hammerstein, equations. We derive the L°° theory from the L2 theory by

relating the L2- and L°°-spectra of operators of the form x —► 6 * (ax) to one another.

Here * denotes convolution, and b 6 Ll and a 6 L°°. As an extra condition we need

b(t) = 0(t_Q_1), with a > 0. We also prove the discrete analogue. In particular, we

verify that the Galerkin matrix satisfies the "discrete" conditions.

1. Introduction. In this paper we study Galerkin methods for the approximate

solution of monotone Abel-Volterra integral equations of the form

(1.1) x{t) + X f (í-s)a-19(s,x(s))cís = y(<),        t > 0,
Jo

where 0 < a < 1 and g is a "nice" function of its arguments, with g(s, 0) = 0 for

all s e R+, and

(1.2) Re (ii -x2){g{s,xi) -g{s,x2)) > 6\xi - x2\2

for all [s,Xi) €R+ x C,

\g(s, ii) - g(s, x2)\ < D\xi - x2\

for some positive constants D,6, and where | argA| < (1 — a)7r/2. We assume that

g(s, a + it) is at least continuously differentiable with respect to the real variables

a and r. In particular, we assume that (1.17) holds, see below. Our insistence on

solving Eq. (1.1) on all of (0, oo) is really just shorthand for writing that we want

to solve (1.1) on some finite interval [0, T] without any size restrictions on A or T

(and the mesh width in the Galerkin methods).

The Galerkin methods we consider here use subspaces of C^~^ piecewise poly-

nomial functions on uniform grids. Accurate L2 error estimates for the error

in the Galerkin approximations are easily derived from the monotonicity of the

Abel transform, which is preserved by the Galerkin approximation scheme, and the

Hammerstein-Kolodner theory [15]. However, we are particularly interested in L°°
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158 P. P. B. EGGERMONT

(uniform) error estimates, which follow once the solvability of (1.1) and the Galerkin

equations are properly understood. We are able to do this by virtue of Hadamard's

theorem, see e.g., Berger [3, (5.1.5)], which allows us to linearize Eq. (1.1), and

essentially by showing that the spectrum of the operator B : Lp(0, oo) —> Lp(0, oo)

defined by

(1.3) Bx{t)=      b(t-s)a{s)x{s)ds,        t > 0,
Jo

where a e L°°(0,oo), b e L^oo), and b{t) = O^-"-1) for í ^ oo, is virtually

the same for all Lp spaces. We prove that the L°°-spectrum is contained in the

L2-spectrum. This last result would appear to be of independent interest. The

error estimates, both in L2 and L°°, presuppose that the solution x(t) is smooth

everywhere. Since typically the solution is not smooth near í = 0, even (especially)

when y is smooth, the full power of the Galerkin methods shows only when A is

large (since x is effectively nonsmooth only on an interval [0, a] where a is of the

order A-1/a), or when A is small and singularity subtraction is used, as in [11]. The

alternative is of course to use variable mesh widths as proposed by Brunner [4].

Equations of type (1) arise mostly in connection with parabolic differential equa-

tions, see Cannon [7] for references, but also in wave propagation phenomena when

parabolic approximations are appropriate, see, e.g., Hufford [13], Mei and Tuck [20].

For numerical illustration we use the equation from Paveri-Fontana and Rigacci [22],

(1.4) x{t) + x[\t-s)-V2    X{S)     ds = l,        i>0,
Jo 1 - 9x(s)

where A > 0 and 9 e [0,1). Here, A acts as a time scale parameter, and 9 acts as a

stiffness parameter.

The material in this paper has been discussed by Nevanlinna [21], in the I?

setting, for the trapezoidal product integration method. Related work is done

in Lubich [18]. Work by Kershaw [14] is only concerned with a finite interval

(without the first part of conditions (1.2)). For a thorough discussion of Runge-

Kutta methods for monotone (Abel) Volterra equations, see Brunner and van der

Houwen [5]. Our approach here is based on work by Kolodner [15] on Hammerstein

equations in Hilbert space setting. For the trapezoidal method for Eq. (1.1), this

theory can be applied with minor modifications to obtain L°° error estimates, see

[9], but the argument cannot be extended to treat the general Galerkin scheme.

It appears our approach here would also provide for uniform error estimates for

Lubich's "fractional" methods [17] applied to nonlinear equations of the above

type.

We give a brief outline of the remainder of this paper. In Section 2 we describe

the Galerkin equations. The L2 theory of the original equation and the Galerkin

equations follows in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove the statement about the

spectrum of the operator B defined in (1.3). In effect, we prove that the statement

holds uniformly in a 6 L°°(0,oo), HaH^a^o,«,) < M. In Section 5 we apply this

to obtain the L°° theory from the L2 theory. The error estimates then follow in

Section 6, with numerical illustrations in Section 7. The Appendix is devoted to

proving that the discrete Galerkin equations satisfy the conditions of the discrete

"spectrum theorem".
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We conclude this section with some notations. The set of complex numbers is

denoted by C. We set R+ = [0, oo), and let LP(R+), 1 < p < oo, denote the Banach

space of (equivalence classes of) measurable functions on R+, the pth powers of

which are Lebesgue integrable with norm

Uoo i i/p
l/(x)|pdxj     .

For p = oo this should be interpreted as

(1.6) H/IIl-(r+) = esssup{|/(x)|: xeR+}.

If T is a bounded linear operator on LP(R+), we define its norm as

(1.7) l|r|Up(R+) = suP{||Tx|Up(r+) : ||x||LP(R+) = 1}.

We let lp denote the Banach space of all infinite sequences of vectors in Cp+1,

the pth power of which are summable, with norm

{oo p      y/p

££|xt(J|p}      ,        l<p<oo,

t=0 9=0 J

and for p = oo

(1.9) Hill,« = sup{|xj(,| : i > 0, 0 < q < P}.

Equivalent norms, used interchangeably, are

i/p

NI»* = O J INI" >    .
{oo Ï VP

EiwrJ  .
(1.10)

||x||j=o=8up{||x<||:i>0}1

where || || is any vector norm on Cp+1. When T is a bounded linear operator on

lp, its norm ||T||/P is defined analogously to (1.7).

In L2(R+),l2 and Cp+1 we define inner products by
/•OO _

(*.v)i»(R+)= /     x{t)y(t)dt   ÎOTX,yeL2{R+),
Jo

OO

(1.11) (x,í/)i2 =^(x¿,2/¿)cp+i    îorx,yel2,
t=0

p

(x,y)Cp+i =^2x^yq   for x,yeCp+1.

9=0

Here the overhead bar denotes complex conjugation.

We let CP(R+) denote the Banach space of all bounded functions on R+ with

bounded derivatives up to order p and norm

(1-12) Wcp(r+) = E   äF
i=0

Similarly, CP(R+ x C) denotes the space of all functions bounded on R+ x C, with

continuous and bounded (real) partial derivatives up to order p and norm

\dk+l+mx{r,t + is)\

L°°(R+)

(1.13)     ||x||Cp(r+xC) =XIsup{ : (r, í + is) e R+ x C
drkdtldsm

where the summation is over all nonnegative integers k, l, m with k + I + m < p.
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Finally, we write Eq. (1.1) as x + AAG(x) = y where A is the Abel transform

(1.14) Ax{t) = [ (t- s)a-lx(s) ds,        t > 0,
Jo

and

(1.15) Gx{t) = g{t,x{t)),        t>0.

Later on we have occasion to consider g(t, •) as a map from C into C, for each t.

We work out what the derivative map is. We write 7(i, a, r) = g(t, a + ir) and

7 = 7i + ¿72 where 71 and 72 are real-valued, and define the linear transformation

g'[t, x) of C (considered as a real two-dimensional vector space) by

&7i
2^7(1.16) g'(t,x)h = h1^+h2^+i(h1^ + h

where h = hi +ih2 with hi and h2 real, and x = o+ir. Here the partial derivatives

are evaluated at (i,x). We assume that uniformly in t

(1.17) \g{t, zi) - g{t, z2) - g'{t, z2){zi - z2)\ = o{\zx - z2\),

and so g'{t,x) is the Fréchet derivative of g(t,x). As an application we have that

(1.18) Re(zi -z2)(g(t,zi)-g{t,z2)) = Re(zi - z2)g'(t, z3)(zi - z2),

where 23 is some point on the line segment [£1,22] = {tzi + (1 — t)z2: 0 < t < 1},

and

(1.19) \g{t, zi) - g(t,z2)\ < sup \g'{t, z)\\zi - z2\

with the supremum over z e [zi,z2], see, e.g., Berger [3, (2.1.19)]. Here,

(1.20) \g'(t, z)\ = sup{|ff'(i, z)Z\ : f 6 C, |€| = 1}.

It follows from (1.2) and (1.17), (1.19) that for all £ e C, £ ^ 0, we have

(<7'(<,x)£)/£e£with

(1.21) E = {ç€<C:Rec><5,|çi < D}.

2. The Galerkin Methods. Let P be a nonnegative integer, which is arbitrary

but fixed. Let h > 0 be the mesh width parameter, let <t¿ = \ih, (i + \)h) for i > 0

be the subintervals of the resulting partition of R+, and let Sp(h) be the space of

bounded, piecewise polynomial functions of degree < P on this partition,

(2.1) Sp{h) = {xe L°°(R+) : x|CT, € PP, for all i > 0}.

Here Pp is the set of all polynomials of degree < P. We choose the usual "basis" in

Sp(h) as follows. Let 0 < uo < ui < • ■ ■ < up < 1, and let lq(t) be the fundamental

Lagrange interpolating polynomials

(2.2) is)=n é^t
r=0U«
r¿q

and set

lq(t/h-i),    teoi,_  j  lq(

\ 0, otherwise.
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Then every x e Sp(h) may be written as

00     P

(2.4) *(*) = ££*(**)**(')'
i=Oq=0

where í¿9 = (i + uq)h. If uq = 0 or 1, then right resp. left limits must be taken for

x(tiq). Note that the infinite series in (2.4) reduces to a finite sum for every t, so

there are no convergence problems.

It is natural to define the sampling and interpolating operators Th and ph by

.     . Í rhX = (x0, x1, x2,... )  ,

I Xi = (x(ii0),x(Ui),...,x(Up))t

and

oo     P

(2.6) pfcrhx(i) = 5Z E *(**)**(*)
i=0<j=0

for every x e SP{h) U C(R+).

The Galerkin methods under consideration are embodied by the following system

of equations:

f (¿i,,xfc + AAG(xÄ)) = (liq, y)   for all i, q,

\xhe SP(h),

which we immediately replace by its fully discretized version

f (/<„ xh + AAphr/,G(xh)) = {liq, y)    for all i, q,

\xhe Sp(h).

Here (•,•) is the L2 inner product on R+. In the sequel, when we refer to the

Galerkin approximation scheme or the Galerkin approximant x/,, this pertains to

system (2.8) and its solution x/, (assuming it exists).

In the remainder of this paper we consider the following questions: Do the

systems (2.8) have unique solutions x/, e L°°(R+) whenever y e L°°(R+), and do

they depend continuously on yl How well do the x/, approximate the solution x(i)

of the system (1.1)? We obtain completely satisfactory answers to these questions.

For numerical and analytical purposes we elucidate the structure of the system

(2.8). When y is a smooth function, which we will assume from now on, we may

approximate (2.8) as

(2.9) Lrhxh + XhaAG{rhxh) = Lrhy,

where G(r/,x/,) = r/,G(x/,), and L and A are block matrices with blocks Lij, Aij e

R(p+i)x(P+i)t and L..qr = h-l(liq,l}r)LHR+),

(2.10) Aijqr =        lq(t)       (i - j + uq - s)+  ^(s) dsdt = (ai-j)qr.
Jo Jo

Here (i)"_1 = 0 for t < 0 and = ta~l for t > 0. Note that L and A are independent

of h, that L is block diagonal, and that A is block semicirculant, i.e., A^ depends

only on i — j and vanishes for j > i. Consequently, the system (2.9) is a block

triangular system of nonlinear equations and can be solved by back substitution,
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at each stage of which a (P + 1) x (P + 1) system of nonlinear equations needs to

be solved.

As an added simplification, both analytically and computationally, we assume

that the u,, q = 0,1,..., P, are the Gauss points for the interval [0,1], in which

case L is a diagonal matrix, with

(2.11) Liiqq=wg,        q = 0,l,...,P,

where the wq are the Gaussian weights for the interval (0,1).

Since L_1 is symmetric and positive definite, whether L is diagonal or not, it

has a unique symmetric and positive definite square root, which we denote by M,

(2.12) M = L~1'2.

3. The L2 Setting. In this section we collect some results on the solvability of

Eq. (1.1) and the Galerkin equations in the L2 setting. This will be the stepping

stone to the L°° theory.

The first point of concern is the fact that the Abel transform A is not bounded

on L2(R+). However we have

LEMMA 3.1. For all A e C with | arg A| < (1 — a)7r/2, the operator AA is

maximally monotone, i.e.,

(i) Re(x, AAx)¿2(R+) > 0 for all x e D\, the domain of A;

(ii)Range(I + AA) = L2(R+);

and (I + AA)-1 is a bounded operator on L2(R+), and

(3.1) IKI + AArl^R+^l,        ||A(I + AA)-1A||LI(R+)<1.

Remark. Strictly speaking, ||A(I + AA)_1Ax||L2(R+) < ||x||¿2(R+) only for x e

D\. Since for such x we have A(I + AA)-1 Ax = x — (I + AA)_1x, we can extend

A (I + AA)_1A to all of L2(R+) in this manner.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. We give an informal proof of (i), also showing that Da,

the domain of A, is dense in L2(R+). By Plancherel's relation, for x e D\,

(x, Ax)L2(R+) = (27r)-1(x,(AxnL2(R),

where x is the Fourier transform of x,

roo

x(w) = /     x{t)e~iut dt.
Jo

Since Ax is a convolution, we have (Ai)"(w) = ô(w)x(w) with

/•OO

(3.2) â(w) = /     ta-le-wt dt = T(a)(iu)-a,

Jo

where the principal value of the power function is used.   Consequently, we have

arg((iw)_Q) = -signum(w)7ra/2, and from

/OO

\x(u>)\2(iüj)-adw
-OO

it follows that for x € D\,

(3.3) |arg(x,Ax)L2(R+)|<7ra/2
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and (i) follows. The same informal argument shows that Da is dense in L2(R+):

approximate x € L2(R+) by xe, e > 0, defined by x£(w) = x(w) for |u;| > e and = 0

otherwise. Then â(w)xe(w) = (Axe)~(w) is an element of L2(R+), and so xe e Da-

Also, again by Plancherel's relation,

\\x - xe\\h(R+) = \\x ~ xe\\h(R) = i2*)"1       |x(w)|2dw->0   ase->0.

Thus, Da is dense in L2(R+). The above arguments can easily be made rigorous,

but we do not do so here.

From (i) it now follows that for all x e Da ,

(3.4) Re(x,x + AAx)L2(R+) > ||x||£2(R+),

which implies that (I+AA)-1 is bounded on range(I+AA), and that range(I+AA)

is closed in L2(R+). Since Da is dense in L2(R+), inequality (3.4) then shows that

range(I + A A) = L2(R+). (Otherwise, an x e L2(R+), xj^O, would exist which is

orthogonal to range(I + AA), violating (3.4).) So now (I + AA)-1 is bounded on

L2(R+). The inequalities (3.1) are then easy consequences.    D

We now discuss the solution of Eq. (1.1), following Kolodner [15]. With the help

of Lemma 3.1 we see that Eq. (1.1) is equivalent (see also the Remark following

Corollary 3.3) to the equation

(3.5) x + Ai/(I + Ai/A)-1 AG„(x) = (I + \i>A.)~ly,

where v > 0 is an arbitrary real constant, and

(3.6) G„(x) = (G(x) - vx)/v.

The constant v can be chosen such that G„ is a strong contraction as follows. In

view of (1.15)-(1.20) we write

|[G„(xi)](í)-[G„(x2)](í)|<sup|[GUx)](í)||xi(í)-x2(í)|,    a.e. Í,

where

(3.7) \G'v{x))(t) = v-\g'{t,x{t))-vI),

in which / is the identity map on C. Now recall that for all z,£ e C with Ç^Owe

have (g'(t,x)Ç)/Ç e E. Since E lies in the halfplane Reç > <5, we can find a circle

in the halfplane Re c > 6/2 with center on the real line such that E lies inside this

circle. This says that for some u > 0 (large enough) we have

|f - i/| < v - 6/2   for all c € E.

Consequently, for all z, £ e C, £ ^ 0,

\(tnt,x)t-v()/t\<v-6/2.

It follows that for almost every t, and every x e L2(R+),

|[GUx)K0l=sup|[GUx)](í)í|<l-¿/2*.
ICI=i

We now see that the operator Xu(I + A^A)-1AG„ is a strong contraction, with

contraction constant 1 - 6/2v. By the Banach contraction principle, the solution

of (3.5) exists. Moreover, if x* is the solution corresponding to yx, then the above

shows that

(3.8) Hx1 - x2||L2(R+) < 2v/6\\yl - y2\\L2{R+),
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so that the solution x depends Lipschitz continuously on y. We have thus proven:

THEOREM 3.2.   With A,G as in (1.1), the equation

x + AAG(x) = y

has a unique solution x e L2(R+) for every y e L2(R+), and the solution depends

Lipschitz continuously on y.

We also have the

COROLLARY 3.3. With A, G as in (1.1) and G„ given by (3.6), and for v > 0

large enough but fixed, and for all z e L2(R+), there holds

||[I + Ai,(I + AwV)-1AGUz)r1|U*(R+)<7,

where 7 is independent of X or z.

It should be remarked that the corollary still holds for all measurable functions

z,e.g.,iora\\zeL°°(R+).

Remark. It is clear that if x is a solution of (1.1), then it also solves (3.5). That

the converse also holds can be seen as follows. The fact that G(x) = v(x + G„(x))

and G„(x) is a strong contraction implies that G is an isomorphism of L2(R+). It

follows that if x € L2(R+) is a solution of (3.5) in the sense that

x + [I - (I + XvA)~^\Gv(x) = (I + Ai/A)"1?/,

then

G(x) = i/(I + XuA)-\y + G„(x)).

Since G„(x) e L2(R+), this implies that G(x) e Da, and then it follows that x

solves (1.1) as well. So Eqs. (1.1) and (3.5) are indeed equivalent.

The above goes through for the Galerkin equations in essentially the same man-

ner as for the continuous equation (1.1). Again we must worry first about the

nonboundedness of A on Í2.

LEMMA 3.4. For all p e C with |arg//| < (1 — a)ir/2, the operator pA is

maximally monotone on I2, i.e.,

(i) Re(x, pAx)¡2 > 0 for all x e Da;

(ii) Range(L + pA) = I2;

and (L + pA)~x is a bounded operator on I2, and

(3.9) ||(/ + pMAM)~l||¡2 < 1,        ||(7 + ^MAM)-1MAM||,2 < 1,

where M = L~1/2, see (2.12).

Proof. Again the crucial point is to establish (i), as well as the fact that Da is

dense in I2.

Let h > 0, and let x e Da; then

ha+l(x,pAx)i2 = (phX,pAphx)L2(R+),

so by Lemma 3.1(i), part (i) of Lemma 3.4 follows. To show that Da is dense in

I2, let x e I2 and define x£, s > 0, by the requirement that

,        ( 0 for - e < <j> < e,
(3.10) ***)-{«,*,   »,.<«<.,
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where
OO

(3.11) x(e1*) = J2 x"éM-
71=0

Then by Parseval's relation,

(3.12) ||Axe||22 = (27T)-1 f ||â(e'*)x£(el*)||2#,
J — 7T

where || • || is the Euclidean norm on Cp+1, and â(e'*) has coefficients an, see

(2.10). It is easy to show that ä(e1'*') is bounded on e < \<j>\ < tx, thus Axe e I2.

Also ||x — xe||¡2 —► 0 for e —► 0, so that Da is dense in I2.

From (i) it follows that

Re(x,x + pMAMx)t2 > \\x\\22

and so, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, range(7 + pMAM) = I2, and the estimates

(3.9) follow. But now L+pA = M_1[1'+pMAM)M~1, and so range(L+/iA) = I2.

This is part (ii) of the lemma.    D

THEOREM 3.5.   With A,G as in (1.1), the equation

Lx + XhaAG{x) = y

has a unique solution x el2 for every y el2, and the solution x depends Lipschitz

continuously on y in the I2 topology.

Proof. Let p = Xha. The equation

Lx + pAG(x) = y

is equivalent to

(3.13) z + pBH(z) = My,

where B = MAM and H(z) = M'1G(Mz). Then, using Lemma 3.4, Eq. (3.13) is

equivalent to

(3.14) z + pv{I + pvB)-^BHv(z) = (I + pvB)~xy

for v > 0, where

(3.15) H„(z) = (M^GiMz) - vz)/v.

Note that the Fréchet derivative of H(z) equals H'(z) = M~1G'{Mz)M. Since for

x,yel2

[G'{x)y}iq = g'{tiq,Xiq)yiq   for all i,q,

and since M is a diagonal matrix, we thus have that H'(z) = G'(Mz). The proof

now proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, and is omitted.    D

COROLLARY 3.6. Let A,G be as in (l.l) and let Hv be given by (3.15) with

v > 0 large enough. Then there exists a constant 7 such that for all h> 0 and for

all z el2,

\\[I + B^H'Az)\-%,<%

Here, p = Xha, B^ = pu[I + pv>MAM]~lMAM, and M = L'1'2, cf. (2.12).
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The next step in the program is to repeat the above analysis for the L°° setting.

This cannot be done in an analogous manner, since the crucial inequalities (3.1)

and (3.9) do not hold for L°°(R+) and l°°. In particular, the inequality

HAtl + AA^AIUccfR+^l

fails for nonreal A, even with | arg A| < (1 — a)n/2. One redeeming feature is that

the operator B¿ defined by

(3.16) BA = A(I + AA)-1A

is a convolution operator with L1 kernel, Kershaw [14],

(3.17) Bxx{t) = f bx{t - s)x{s) ds,        t > 0,
Jo

with

(3.18) bx(t) = -jt{Ea(-XT(a)ta)},

where Ea(z) is the Mittag-Leffler function, Erdélyi [12, Chapter 18]. Then we may

write

(3.19) bx{t) = pB{pt)

with At = A1/", and

(3.20) B(t) = -jt{Ea(-T(a)ta)} = 0(r1-a),        t - oo.

It should be noted that the fact that 6a € L1(R+) is actually closely related to the

monotonicity of A, see, e.g., Londen [16].

In the next section we investigate the spectra of the operators JS\G'(z) in the

L°° space, and then apply these results to obtain information about Eq. (1.1) in

the L°° setting.

4. On Convolution-Like Operators. Let b e L*(R) and e e C(R) with

e(0) = 0. We consider the class F(6, e) of measurable functions k on R2 for which

there exists a positive constant p such that

(4.1) \k{t,s)\< pb{p(t-s))    a.e. t,seR,

and

/OO

\k(t + h,s)- k(t,s)\ ds < e{ph).
-oo

Note that if k[t,s) = b(t - s)a(s) for a e L°°(R), ||a||Loo(R) < 1, then (4.1),

(4.2) are satisfied for a suitable function e. With minor reinterpretations, this also

covers the case where k takes on values in the set of all linear transformations of C

(considered as a two-dimensional vector space over the reals). We will not further

elaborate this point.

Let fi denote either R or R+. Then k generates an integral operator K defined

by

(4.3) Kx{t)=      k(t,s)x{s)ds,        ten,
Jn
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which by virtue of Young's inequality, Stein and Weiss [23], maps any LP(Q) into

itself for 1 < p < oo, and for all x e Lp(fi) we have

(4-4) l|Kx||LP(n) < ||6||n(R)||x|Up(n).

For Q = R+ the operator K is either a Volterra operator or a Wiener-Hopf type

operator, depending on whether k(t, s) = 0 for all s > t or not.

The class of operators K given by (4.3) for which (4.1), (4.2) holds for some

p > 0 is also denoted by F (ft, e). For such operators we may define the spectrum

with respect to LP(R) in the usual way by

(4.5) o-p(K) = {X e C: AI - K has no bounded inverse on LP(R)},

and the resolvent set by pp{K) = C\<tp(K). We are interested in obtaining L°°

existence theorems from the I? theory, so we would like to show that <T2(K) =

cTo^K). But the prospective application of Hadamard's theorem to obtain the

solvability of nonlinear equations forces us to consider families of such operators,

so we need a slightly stronger result. To prove the following theorem we need the

additional assumption

(4.6) b(t) = 0{\t\-a~1),        i^ioo

for some a > 0. We conjecture that the theorem is true without this condition, i.e.,

that "just" b e L1 (R) is sufficient.

THEOREM 4.1.  7eiEcF(6,e) andletXeC. If X e p2{K) for allKeE and

(4.7) sup||(AI-K)-1||L2(n)<oo,

then X e Poo(K) for aliKeE and

(4.8) sup||(AI-K)-1||Loo(n)<oo.

The suprema in (4.7) and (4.8) are taken over all K e E.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is broken up into two parts. First we consider the

boundedness aspects, and then the invertibility, even if this seems to be the wrong

way around.

LEMMA 4.2. Let E C F(6,e) and X e C. // there exists a constant c > 0 such

that for all K e E,

(4-9) ||(AI-K)x|U2(n)>c||x|U2(n)

for all x e L2(Q), then likewise

(4.10) ||(AI - K)x\\L~(n) > ci||x||Loo(n)

for some constant cj > 0 and for all K e E and x e L°°(U).

LEMMA 4.3.   LetKeF(b,e); then

P2(K) C /UK).

Proving the equality of the resolvent sets turns out to be more involved. Fortu-

nately, we do not need equality. We are now ready for the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Evidently, (4.7) implies (4.9), and so by Lemma 4.2

we obtain (4.10). From Lemma 4.3 we obtain that A e Ax>(K) for all K G

E, and thus AI - K is invertible on L°°(Q). Combined with (4.10), this gives

||(AI - K)-1||Loo(n) < cî1 for all K e E, which is (4.8).    D

We now prove Lemma 4.2. We will actually use Lemma 4.2 in the proof of Lemma

4.3, so we really do consider the boundedness before the invertibility aspects.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. As a first step in the proof we note that the "free" parameter

p in (4.1), (4.2) acts in essence as a time scale parameter, but time scaling does

not affect norms or spectra, i.e., if K € F(6, e), define kv by

kv(t,s) = vk{ut,vs),        t,seR,

and define K„ as in (4.3). Then crp(K) = trp(Kt/), and for A ̂  cp(K),

||(AI-K)-1||Lp(n) = ||(AI-K1/)-1||LP(n),

for all 1 < p < oo. It thus suffices to prove the theorem for subsets E of F(6, e) for

which (4.1), (4.2) holds for p = 1.

Secondly, we note that neither (4.9) nor (4.10) can hold for A = 0. We may thus

assume that A ̂  0.

Suppose that (4.10) does not hold. Then there exist sequences {Kn} c E and

{xn} C L°°(fi) with ||xn||i,oo(n) = 1 such that

(4.11) ||Axn - Knxn||Loo(n) =0{n~2),        n-*oc.

We are now going to construct functions an e L2(Q) such that ||anxn||¿2(n) is

bounded away from 0 and {Aanxn -Knanxn}„ is a null sequence in L2(f2). It then

follows that (4.9) does not hold, and the lemma is proved.

First observe that from (4.2) for all n and for all t e Q,

(4.12) |Knxn(i + h) - Knx„(i)| < e(h),

so that each Knxn is uniformly continuous on fi, uniformly in n. Note that (4.11)

implies that

HKnXnllioo^) > |A| -0(n~2),

so that ||Knxn||¿oo(Q) is bounded away from zero for large n. Now choose tn € ft

such that |Knxn(in)| > ||A|, and choose d > 0 such that for all í € O with

|í-ín| <d,

|Knxn(í)| > §|4

Note that d can be chosen independent of n. Then again (4.11) implies that for n

large enough

|x„(i)| > |,    a.e. t eü, \t-tn\ <d.

Now define an e L2(Q) by

(4.13) an(i)= il + ^-^j ,       ten.

Observe that
1_a   ..      2n

\an\\L2(Q)
< r (1+ñr- *==

J-oo \      *» / a
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so that from (4.11)

(4.14) ||Aa„x„ - a„Knxn||L2(n) = 0{n~z/2),

and also note that for all n large enough

(4.15) l|a»s»||i»(n) * ( [K^f dt > <f,
J\t-tn\<d

where d* is some positive constant. From (4.14) and (4.15) we finally get that

(4.16)
||Aa„x„ - anKnxw||¿2(n)

= 0(n~3'2)
||OnXn||x,2(n)

Now SUPPOSE that for all x e L°°{n),

(4.17) ||a„Knx - Knanx\\L2(n) < Sn||a„x||i2(rl),

where Bn —► 0 as n —► oo; then (4.16) implies that

||Aanxn - Kraanxn||z,2(n)

||anX„||L2(n)

It follows that (4.9) does not hold, and the lemma is proved. So it all comes down

to proving (4.17).

Observe that anKnx — Kna„x = {anKna~l — K„)anx, and that for z e L2(Q),

i 2

(4.18) IKonKna"1 - Kn)z||22(n) = [ \[ kn{t, s)ln{t, s)z{s) ds    dt,
Jn \Jn

and so, using Cauchy-Schwarz, we may estimate this as

(4.19) M f  í 6(<-s)|Zn(í,s)|2-CT|z(s)|2dsdí
JnJu

with

M = sup / b(t - s)\ln(t, s)\" ds,
Jn

where a = a/(a + 1) and

;  It *\      Q" ¿       1

an(s)

Writing this out, we have

MM)I =
/n + \s-tn\\

Vn+|í-í„|/

(l+a)/2

and since /(x) = x^1+a^2 is Lipschitz continuous of order (1 + a)/2, provided

(1 + q)/2 < 1, we see that

|(l+Q)/2 /,, ,n(1+q)/2

\ln{t,s)\<C

Now we get that

|s-ín| - |í-ín|

n + \t — tn\ '"ffl
M <cin~a/2 Í b{t)\t\a'2 dt.

Jr

By (4.6) the integral converges, thus M = 0(n~al2).
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Applying Fubini's Theorem to (4.19), we may interchange the order of integration

and estimate to obtain

(4.20) f |*(S)|2|an(S)r2 / b(t - s)[|an(i)|2-CT + \an{s)\2-°}dtds.
Jn Jn

Consequently, if we can show that for some constant c

(4.21) f b(t - s)\an(t)\2-° dt < c|an(s)|2-ff
Jn

for all s, then the whole inner integral can be estimated like this, and the integral

(4.20) can be estimated as c||z|||2(n) f°r some suitable constant c, and (4.17) follows.

To prove (4.21), observe that we may take fi = R and that it suffices to prove

it for s > 0.   Also, it suffices to prove (4.21) with an(t) replaced by An(t) =

(1 + |i|/n)~(1+Q)/2, i.e., we suppose here that all tn = 0, see (4.13). We split the

integral in (4.21) according to R = (-oo, s/2) U [s/2,oo).  Now, since s > 0 and

An(t) is decreasing for t > 0,

/•OO /-OO

/    b{t-s)\An{t)\2-°dt<\An{s/2)\2-° b(t-s)ds
(4.22) Js/2 J-oo

< c\An(s)\2-°

for a suitable constant c independent of s and n. Also, by (4.6), for s > n

rs/2

(4.23)

/S/ ¿ /-OO
b(t - s)\An{t)\2-° dt < es"0-1 /     \An{t)\2-" dt

-OO J —OO

<cis-Q-y

and one verifies that for all n and all s>n,

(Q \ — at— 1 / o \ — a — 1

-) < cn~a (l + -)

and this is less than cn_a|An(s)|2 < cn_Q|An(5)|2_CT. For 0 < s < n it suffices to

observe that
/■OO

6(í-S)|An(í)|2-dí<||&||Li(R).L
Now (4.22)-(4.24) establish (4.21), and we are done.    D

Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let A e P2(K) and set c = ||(AI - K)~1||i,2(n). Let K

have kernel fc(i, s). For n e N define the operator Kn as having the kernel kn(t, s)

defined by

(4 25) k(ts)=(0, if |í-s| >nor |fc(i,s)| >n,

1 k(t, s),    otherwise.

Then for n large enough, ||K — Kn||LP(n) < l/2c for all 1 < p < oo, so that by

the Banach contraction theorem, AI — Kn = (AI - K)[I + (AI - K)-1 (K — K„)] is

invertible on L2(Q) and ||(AI-Kn)_1 ||i,2(n) < 2c. Let Ln be the integral operator

on L2(U) defined by

A-1I + Ln = (AI-K„)-1.

Now consider the operator Kn£ defined by

(4.26) kne{t,s) = es{t-s}kn{t,s)    all Í, s.
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/  kn£{t,r)lnE(r,s)dr
\Jn

It follows that there exists an en such that for all |er| < en we have

||Kn-Kn£||LP(n)<l/4c,

for all p, 1 < p < co. For example, for n large enough , sn — n~2 would work.

As before, AI - Kn£ is invertible on L2(Q), and ||(AI — Kn£)~1||i,2(n) < 4c. If we

define Ln£ by

(4.27) A-1I + Lne = (AI-Kn£)-1,

then the relationship between its kernel Zn£(i, s) and the kernel ln(t, s) of L„ is, cf.

(4.26),

(4.28) /n(í,s) = e-£(t-s)/n£(í,s)    allí, s.

The equation for Zn£(í, s) is, using Fubini's theorem,

(4.29) lne(t, s) - A"1 / kn£{t, r)lne{r, s) dr = X-2kne{t, s),
Jn

from which it follows that for a.e. s, using (4.25-26) in the last inequality,

HM-,s)||L2(n) <4cA-1||fc„£(-,s)||L2(n) < 4cA-1nel£l"v/2^.

Taking it one step further, we get that

< HMt,-)IU»<n)l|i«MIU»(n) < ScA-^VI6'",

and thus from (4.29) we see that there exists a c(n) such that

\lne(t, s)\ < c(n)   all i, s.

We then obtain from (4.28) that

|/n(M)|<c(n)e-£('-s>.

Now taking e = en and e = -en, we get

|i»(*,«)|<c(n)e-*-l*-l.

It follows that A_1I + Ln is also a bounded operator on L°°(Q), and then also that

A_1I + Ln = (AI - Kn)'1 on L°°(iî). This holds for all n large enough.

Now for A e P2(K) we have ||(AI - K)x||¿2(fj) > c_1||x||L2(n), and thus also for

all n large enough

||(AI-Kn)x||L2(n) > —||x||L2(n),

for all x e L2(Q). Now if K G F (ft, e), then also Kn G F (b, e) for all n, so that by

Lemma 4.2,

||(AI - Kn)x||L<x»(n) > ci||x||Loo(n)

for some constant ci, and for all x G L°°(Q). Since we have shown above that

AI - Kn is invertible on L°°(fi) for all n large enough, we thus conclude that

sup||(AI-Kn)_1||Loo(n) ^cj"1.
71

The Banach contraction theorem applied to

AI - K = (AI - Kn)[I - (AI - Knr^K - K„)]

then finally gives us that AI - K is invertible on L°°(fi). So A G poo(K).     □
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Finally, we state the discrete version of Theorem 4.1, which is in effect a dis-

cretized version. Let b G L1(R) and e G C(R) with e(0) = 0, as before. Let A; be a

bounded function on Z2 for which for some p > 0

rm — n+l

(4.30) \k{m,n)\<p b{pt)dt,
Jm — n

and

(4.31) sup 22 \k(m + l,n) - k(m, n)\ < e(lp).
771 r-,nez

Let fi = Z+ or Z. The kernel k generates an operator K by

(4.32) Kx(m) = ^ k(m,n)xn,        m G O,

neo

which is a bounded operator acting on Zp(0), 1 < p < oo, and

(4-33) ||Kx||ip(n) < IHU>(R)||*||ip(n).

The collection of operators K for which (4.30), (4.31) holds for some p > 0 is

denoted by $(b,e).

THEOREM 4.4.  Let E C $(6,e) and let A G C. If X G p2{K) for allKeF, and

sup||(AI-K)_1||;2{n) <oo,

then X e Poo(K) for allKeE and

sup||(AI-K)_1||,o=(n) <oo.

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1. The only difference is the fact

that we cannot set p = 1 in (4.30), (4.31), so we have to consider the pn for each

Kn as well. We omit the details.

5. The L°° Setting. We are now going to apply Theorem 4.1 to the study of

Eq. (1.1) in the L°° setting.

As in Section 3, we write Eq. (1.1) in L°°(R+) as

(5.1) x + BAt/GI/(x) = (I + Ai/A)-12/,

with

(5.2) BA[/ = Ai/(I + Ai/A)-1A,        G„(x) = (G(x) - ux)/u,

where v > 0 is so large that G„ is a strong contraction. Here we use (3.17)-(3.20)

to establish the boundedness of the operators Ba„ and (I + Ai/A)-1 = I - B\v.

Now the Kolodner theory cannot be applied, since in general we do not have that

IIBa^IIlooCh-i-)  < 1.

However, the solvability of (5.1) can be studied by means of Hadamard's theorem,

Berger [3, (5.1.5)]. For convenience we state the version we use here.
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H ADAMARD'S THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Suppose that f G

C1(X,Y) is a local homeomorphism, and let ç(i?) = infiizii^ÄdK/'ix)]-1!!-1). If

/j ç(R)dR = oo, then f is a homeomorphism of X onto Y. In particular, if

sup{||[/'(x)]_1|| : x G X} < oo, then f is a homeomorphism of X onto Y.

The derivative is taken in the sense of Fréchet. Observe that the condition

sup ||[/'(x)]_1|| < oo by itself implies (by the implicit function theorem) that / is a

local homeomorphism. The next lemma says that Hadamard's Theorem can indeed

be applied, with f(x) = x + BAi,G„(x).

LEMMA 5.1. Let A, G be as in (1.1). Then there exists a constant 7 such that

for allzeL°°{R+),

||[I + BA,G'I/(2)]-1||Loo(R+)<7.

Before proving this, we note

THEOREM 5.2. Let A,G be as in (1.1). Then the equation x + AAG(x) = y

has a unique solution x G L°°(R+) for every y G L°°(R+), and x depends Lipschitz

continuously on y in the L°° topology.

Proof. It suffices to ascertain the solvability of Eq. (5.1) for every y e L°°(R+).

The Fréchet derivative of the operator x —► x + BA„G„(x) is the linear operator

I-|-BAl/GJ,(x), where G'„(x) is the operator defined by (3.7). Now Lemma 5.1 tells

us that the Fréchet derivatives have bounded inverses, uniformly in x G L°°(R+).

Then Hadamard's theorem gives us the unique solvability of Eq. (5.1). Moreover,

if xl corresponds to yl in Eq. (5.1), then by a standard argument, cf. Berger [3,

(5.1.5)], we obtain that

(5-3) ||x2 - x^Iloo^+j < cHy1 - y2|U°o(R+),

where

c = 7||[I + Ai/A]-1||l°°(r+).

Inequality (5.3) establishes the Lipschitz continuous dependence of ion¡/.    G

Proof of Lemma 5.1. We want to apply Theorem 4.1, so we need to show that

our operators BA„G'i,(z) form a subset E of some F(b, e). Note that

(5.4) [BA„G'„(«)x](t) = I   kz{t,s)x{s)ds,
Jr+

where

(5.5) M*, *) = bXv{t - s){g'{s, z(s)) - v)/v,

and thus, since G'^z) is a contraction,

(5.6) |*.MI<IM*-«)I
and also

/OO ÇOO

\kz{t + h,s)- kz(t,s)\ds < /     \bxu{h + t)- bXl/{t)\dt.
-oo J — oo

We may denote the right-hand side of (5.7) by e(Xvha), where e is independent of

X,u and h. The inequalities (5.6), (5.7) show that the set E,

E = {BXvG'v{z) : z G L°°(R+), A G C, | arg A| < (1 - a)ir/2},
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is a subset of F(|6Al/|,e). Now Corollary 3.3 tells us that

sup ||(I + K)-1||L2(R+) <oo,
K6E

and so Theorem 4.1 allows us to conclude that

sup IKI + K)-1!!^^) <oo.
KeE

The application of Theorem 4.1 is justified by (3.19)-(3.20).   So the lemma is

proved.    D

The beauty of the above approach is that it goes through for the discrete Galerkin

equations in exactly the same manner, using the analogue, Theorem 4.4, of Theorem

4.1. First we need the discrete analogue of (3.16)-(3.20), embodied in the following

lemma.

LEMMA 5.3. There exists a constant 7 such that for all p G C, with

I argp,| < (1 — a)ir/2, there holds

(5.8) ||/i(¿ + M)-1A||¡oo<7.

In particular,

(5.9) p{L + pA)~1A =

where the h G c(p+1)x(F+1) satisfy

(5.10) ||6„|| < c([l + l^ln"]-1 - [1 + |//|(n+ l)«]-1)    for all n,

and

00

(5.11) 52\\bn+i - bi\\ < a\n\na   for all n,
i=0

where c and ci are constants independent of p and n.

The proof is given in the appendix and for small \p\ relies on some results of

de Bruijn and Erdös [6], compare Bakke and Jackiewicz [2]. For \p\ bounded away

from zero, these results are derived from asymptotic results about the 6j, uniformly

in p, using some results of Luxemburg [19] and the author [8].

We now prove the discrete analogue of Lemma 5.1. Let B^ denote

Bt¡ = p{I + pMAM)~*MAM

withM = L-1/2, and let

H'v{z) = u-\G'{z) -!//),

where v > 0 is chosen such that ||i/¿,(z)||¡°o < 1.

bo

h    b0

b2    bi    bo
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LEMMA 5.4. For G as in (1.1), there exists a constant 7 such that for all

z G Z°° and for all p G C, | arg/¿| < (1 — a)it/2, one has

||[/ + ß,MKW]_1||i«<7-

Proof. In Lemma 5.3 we stated that Buii G $(6, e) for an L1 function 6, viz.,

6(í) = cía-1[l + ía]_2>

and e(t) = cita. In (4.30) and (4.31), pb(pt) and e(Z^) should be replaced by

p1^ab(p1/at) and e{pl/al). So, we are considering the subset E of <£(&, e),

E = {BvliH'v{z): z G /°°, M G C, I arg^l < (1 - a)7r/2},

and since Corollary 3.6 tells us that

sup||[/ + 5^/7:(z)]-1||i2<oo,

where the sup is over all operators in E, Theorem 4.4 lets us conclude that the

above inequality holds for the Z°° norm as well.    □

We now have the existence of solutions of the Galerkin equations, again by an

application of Hadamard's theorem.

THEOREM 5.5.   The Galerkin equations

Lrhxh + XhaAG{rhxh) = Lrhy

with I arg A| < (1 — a)ir/2 and h > 0 have a unique solution rhXh G l°° for ev-

ery r/,?/ G l°°, which depends Lipschitz continuously on r^y in the l°°-topology,

uniformly in X and h as above.

The proof closely follows that of Theorem 5.2 and is omitted.

The above theorem describes a sort of (numerical) stability. In the next section

we consider the dependence of x& on x, i.e., the stability of our method as an

approximate projection method. Error estimates will follow from this.

6. Stability and Error Estimates in the L°° Setting. We first consider

the dependence of x/, on x. We phrase the result in a slightly more general form,

with an eye towards error estimation. Recall definition (1.12) of C°(R+).

THEOREM 6.1. Let xl,x2 G C°(R+), with x2 G Da, and let y = x1 + AAx2.

Then for | arg A| < (1 — a)n/2 and all h > 0, the Galerkin equations

LrhXh + XhaAG{rhXh) = Lrhy

have a unique solution Xh G Sp(h) which depends Lipschitz continuously on x*,x2

in the L°°-topology, uniformly in h, i.e., if xh is the solution for y1 = x1 + AAx2

and x^ is the solution for y3 = x3 + AAx4, then

(6.1) \\x{ - x^||Loo(R+) < cdlx1 - x3||L~(R+) + ||x2 - x4||L»(R+)},

with c independent ofh,X.

COROLLARY 6.2. Let x e C°(R+), withG(x)eDA, andlety = x + XAG(x).

Then the Galerkin equations

Lrhxh + XhaAG{rhXh) = Lrhy
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define a Lipschitz continuous map

C°{R+) 3x^xhe Sp{h),

uniformly in h > 0. Moreover, this holds even if G(x) ^ Da-

Proof of Theorem 6.1. If x1 G C°(R+) and x2 = G(x) G DA, then x1 + AAx2 G

C°(R+), and Theorem 5.5 gives us the existence of the solution x\ G Sp(h) of the

equation

Lrhx\ + XhaAG{rhxi) = ¿^(x1 + AAx2).

Let rhx\ be the solution for the right-hand side Lr^(x3 + AAx4). Now define

yh:[0,l]^Z°°by

yh(t) = tLrhix1 + AAx2) + (1 - t)Lrh{x3 + AAx4),

and let x/,(i) be the solution of

Lrhxh(t) + XhaAG{rhxh{t)) = yh(t).

By means of the Kolodner argument (to eliminate the unbounded operator A) and

the standard reasoning in connection with Hadamard's theorem, we then see that

Xh{t) is differentiate with respect to t, and that

\dt.

rft(xft(l) - xfe(0))

= f [L + A/iQAG'(r/lxft(i))]-1Lr/l[(x1-x3) + AA(x2-x4)]i
Jo

From Lemma 5.4 we know that (after the usual manipulation following Kolodner)

8up||[L + AAaAG,(rfcz/l)]-1||/oo < oo,

where the supremum is over all A, h and z/,. So the question is whether

(6.3) T = X[L + XhaAG'{rhZh)}-lLrhA

as a mapping from L°° (R+ ) into l°° is bounded as well.

So let y G L°°(R+).   Similar to [10, Lemma 2.6], it can be shown that there

exists a V¡/i G Sp(h) and e/, G l°° with

LrhAy = haArhi)h + haeh

and

HÄilU«(R+) + IkhHioo < c||y||Loo(R+).

Since A-1 : Z°° —> l°° is bounded [10, Lemma 4.7], there exists a iph G 5P(A) such

that

(6.4) LrhAy = haArhrph

and

(6.5) ||^fc||z.°°(R+) <cilblU~(R+)-
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(In effect, this says that the Galerkin methods under consideration, when applied

to the Abel-type integral equation of the first kind on (0, oo)

t
{t-s)a-1x{s)ds = y{t),        i>0,

is stable as a projection method. In [10] this was shown only for a finite interval.)

Consequently, from (6.4)-(6.5) we get that

Ty = Xha[L + \haAG'{rhzh)\-lArhil>h

= {I - [L + XhaAG'{rhZh)\-xL}[G'{rhZh)\-lrh^h,

and since

\\[G'{rhZh)]-1\\<6-\

together with Lemma 5.4, we obtain

||Ty||i=o < c\\rhil)h\\i<*> < Ci||y||L°°(R+)-

Thus, T: L°°(R+) -► Z°° is bounded, uniformly in h > 0. Since, evidently, xh(l) =

xh and Xh{0) = x^, we then obtain the result (6.1) from (6.2), (6.3).    D

The error estimates for the Galerkin method in the L°° setting now follow easily.

The Galerkin approximation x/, to x satisfies

(6.6) Lrhxh + XhaAG{rhxh) = Lrh[x + AAG(x)],

whereas x satisfies, assuming x G C°(R+),

(6.7) Lrhx + XhaAG{rhx) = Lrh[x + XAphrhG{x)].

Equation (6.7) holds by virtue of the construction of A. Now Theorem 6.1 tells us

that

||x/, -P/t>"hx||x,oo(R+) < c||G(x) -p/lr/lG(x)||Loo(R+),

and the standard projection-method argument then gives that

||xh - P/»í7,x||LOO(R+) < ci inf ||G(x) - V||l~(r+),

where the infimum is over all ip G Sp(h). We have thus proven

THEOREM 6.3. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 6.1, the Galerkin

approximations Xh to x satisfy

\\xh - Phrhxh°°(R+) < cinf{||G(x) - ^||Loc(R+) : V G SP(h)}.

COROLLARY 6.4.   //G(x) G CP+1{R+), then

\\xh - Pftrhx||Loo(R+) < chp+1 ||G(x)||ci»+i.

Remark. If x itself is not smooth, then these estimates merely say that r^x^ (the

sampled values of x^) are good approximations to r/,x (the values of the function

we want to find). No conclusions about the global error ||xj, - x||¿oo(R+) can be

drawn.

7. Numerical Experiments. We present some numerical results for the equa-

tion

(7.1) x(t) + X j\t - s)-V2_JEg_ ds = y(i)j        t > o,

i
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which arises in the singular perturbation analysis of an electrothermal rod atomizer,

Paveri-Fontana and Rigacci [22]. Here A > 0 and 9 G [0,1).

The nonlinear term in (7.1) is not really covered by our analysis. However, if

the solution x(t) is such that 0 < x(i) < 1, say, then a posteriori the nonlinearity

belongs to the type described in (1.1). For numerical purposes, we replace the

nonlinearity by

( x, x < 0,
X

g{s,x) = I l-0x'
x-9

(1-0)2'

0<x< 1,

X > 1,

and this does satisfy condition (1.2).

The analysis of Eq. (1.1), or (7.1), assumes that g(t,x(t)) and y(t) are smooth

functions of t. These are actually contradictory assumptions, and so we must modify

(7.1) as follows. Assuming that y(t) has an asymptotic expansion in powers of Z1/2

near t = 0, it follows that x(i) and g(t,x(t)) behave likewise, see Brunner [4]. As

in [11], there exist numbers z¿ dependent on the scaling parameter k such that

(7.2) g(t,x(t))= S>(1+^(l+3)/2+--->      *-0.

It is now a nice exercise to check that once the z¿ are known, we may modify Eq.

(1.1) as

«M+a j\t - ,)-*/» {g(S, »oo) - E « (1+£)£»)/»}ds
(7.3)

=«-^(i.')^

with the summations as in (7.2). It now follows from Corollary 6.4 that the Galerkin

method (2.9) applied to Eq. (7.3) yields 0(hp+1) convergence. In practice, the z¿

must be approximated as well, e.g., as in [11].

We show some results of the Galerkin method for Eq. (7.3) for various A, 9 and

y(t) = 1. For 9 — 0 the solution is known, x(t) = Ea(-XT(a)ta), with a = 5.

See (3.17)-(3.18). We use the Galerkin method (2.9), and for the parameters uq

we choose the Gauss points for the interval [0,1]. We obtain approximations at

the knots ih by Lagrange interpolation of degree 2P + 1 on the computed samples

rhXh for the intervals \{i — l)h, (i + \)h\. This (probably) results in some averaging

of the approximation errors, and gives better results than setting up = 1, e.g., as

in the choice described following (7.4). Interpolation works well away from 0. To

obtain good results near 0, one would have to interpolate the approximately smooth
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function

2F+1 f/cfW2

t=0

cf. (7.2), and then adding the correction term. We have not done so here.

We compare the results with the collocation method for Eq. (7.3),

Í rhxh + rhAphrhGh{xh) = rhy,

\xke SP(h),

as described by Brunner [4]. See also [11]. Here G^ reflects the fact that the z¿ in

(7.3) will depend on h, in general. For the parameters uq we choose the abscissas

r)i, I = 0,1,..., P, of the interpolatory quadrature rule for the integral

(7.6) [ u(r){l-T)-^2dT
Jo

which is exact for v(r) = r*, i = 0,1,... ,2P, as given by te Riele [24, Table 1].

This choice appears to give the best results.

For the case A = 1, 9 = 0 the results of the Galerkin method and collocation

method are roughly equivalent: the Galerkin method is slightly more accurate at

points far away from 0, while the collocation method tends to be more accurate

close to 0. This holds for both P = 2 and P = 3.

We also give some results for Eq. (7.3) with A = 0.1 and 9 = 0.5. Since the

solution is not known, we present the results in Table 3 together with some asymp-

totic information. We also give the results of A = 1,9 = 0 in the same format,

for comparison purposes (Table 4). The nonlinearity does not appear to affect the

performance of the Galerkin and collocation method. Again, both methods appear

to be comparable.

If we try to solve (7.1) as is, e.g., for A = 1,9 = 0, then the results are not very

good for the collocation method (P = 3, h = 0.0125), the error being .272(-7)

at 10.0. However, for the Galerkin method the error is .218(—13) already for

stepsize h — 0.1. The effect of interpolation is marginal: the error at the nearest

interpolation point is .177(—12). However, for both methods the error is about

.3(-3) close to 0. See Table 5. We may thus conclude that the long-range stability

of the Galerkin method appears to have practical consequences as well.

As a final comment, we discuss the computational effort involved. Once the

system matrices and right-hand sides have been determined, the cost of solving the

system of equations is exactly the same for both the Galerkin method and the collo-

cation method. The cost of computing the right-hand side for the Galerkin method

is negligible. However, the cost of computing the system matrix for the Galerkin

method is a lot higher than that for the collocation method. It thus appears that

the collocation method is easier to apply. The advantage of the Galerkin method is

largely theoretical: we can prove its stability for arbitrarily long intervals. For the

collocation method this is next to impossible (compare with the similar situation

for Abel-type integral equations of the first kind, [10]). It can be argued that the

long-interval stability of the Galerkin method is the reason for the better long-range

behavior of the method.
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TABLE la

Collocation for (7.3). A = 1, 9 = 0, P = 2, re = 5.

h 0.1 0.05 0.025        0.0125

t

0.1   .296(-5)       .109(-5)       .642(-7)     - .117(-8)
2.7 17 55

1.0 -.655(-6) -.110(-7) .183(-8) .244(-9)
60 6.0 7.5

10.0 - .299(-7) - .102(-8) .507(-ll) .119(-11)

29 200 4.2
max   .474(-4)     - .257(-4)     - .384(-5)     - .328(-6)

1.8 6.7 1.2

TABLE lb

Galerkin for (7.3). A = 1, 0 = 0, P = 2, k = 5.

h 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.0125
í
0.1   .987(-4)       .382(-5)       .305(-6)        .266(-7)

26 12 12
1.0  -.325(-7)     -.316(-8)      - .599(-9)      - .668(-10)

10 5.3 9.0
10.0   .180(-8)       .197(-9)       .659(-ll)       .210(-12)

9.1 30 31
max   .987(-4)       .609(-4)       .439(-4)        .316(-4)

1.6 1.39 1.39

Table 2a

Collocation for (7.3). A = 1, 9 = 0, P = 3, re = 5.

h 0.1 0.05        0.025 0.0125

Í
0.1  -.280(-7)        .376(-8)     .108(-9)     - .775(-ll)

7.4 35 14
1.0 - .192(-8) .893(-ll) .164(-11) .143(-12)

210 5.4 11

10.0 - .931(-10) - .138(-12) .567(-13) .595(-14)
670 2.4 9.5

max .129(-5) .132(-6) .890(-8) .130(-8)
9.8 15 6.8

Table 2b

Galerkin for (7.3). A = 1, 0 = 0, P = 3, re = 5.

h 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.0125
t
0.1     -.893(-5) -.244(-9) .705(-9) .365(-10)

3.5 19

1.0 .369(-9) .192(-10) .950(-12) .154(-12)
19 20 6.2

10.0       .lOO(-ll) .408(-12) .520(-13) .527(-13)

2.5 7.8 1.0

max     -.893(-5) - .624(-5) - .442(-5) - .314(-5)
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TABLE 3a

Collocation for (7.3). A = 0.1, 9 = 0.5, P = 2, re = 5.

Shown are the approximate solutions for various points and stepsizes, the differences

between solutions for consecutive stepsizes, and their ratios.

0.1 0.05
t
0.1 .893388813 .893387888

- .925(-6) 5.8

1.0 .740500181 .740500078
-.103(-6) -36.1

10.0 .497373850 .497373836
- .138(-7) - 27.6

0.025

.893387727
.160(-6)      10.2

.740500081

.285(-8)     - 9.0
.497373837

- .157(-7)

- .315(-9)

0.0125

.893387712

.740500081

.497393837
.501(-9) - 27.3  - .184(-10)

Table 3b

Galerkin for (7.3). A = 0.1, 9 = 0.5, P = 2, re = 5.

o.i 0.05 0.025

0.1  .89340397 .893388202 .893387751
- .157(-4) 34.8 - .451(-6)      12.1  - .373(-7)

1.0 .740500076 .740500079 .740500081
.328(-8) 2.3 .143(-8)       6.7    .214(-9)

10.0 .497373841 .497373837 .497373837
- .418(-8) 20.0 - .209(-9)      30.9  - .674(-ll)

0.0125

.893387714

.740500081

.497373837

TABLE 4a

Collocation for (7.3). A = 1, 9 = 0, P = 2, re = 5.

h 0.1

t
0.1 .585943790

0.05

.585941925

0.025 0.0125

585940829.585940895
- .186(-5)       1.8  - .103(-5)      15.8  - .653(-7)

1.0 .282058521 .282059165 .282059178 .282059176
.644(-6)      50.1   .129(-7)     -8.1   - .159(-8)

10.0 .099127365 .099127395 .099127395 .099127395
.289(-7)      28.3   .102(-8)     - 263  - .388(-ll)

Table 4b

Galerkin for (7.3). A = 1, 9 = 0, P = 2, re = 5.

h o.i
í
0.1 .586039525

1.0 .282059144

10.0 .099127397

- .949(-4)

.294(-7)

- .160Í-8)

0.05

.585944651

27.0

.282059173
11.5

.099127395

8.4

.351(-5)

.256(-8)

,191(-9)

0.025

.585941136

12.6

.282059176

4.8

.099127395

29.9

- .279(-6)

.533(-9)

.638(-ll)

0.0125

.585940857

.282059176

.099127395
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TABLE 5

Galerkin for (7.1). A = 1, 9 = 0 , P = 3.

Shown are the errors in the computed solution at the meshpoints ih obtained by

interpolation on the eight sample points in the interval ((i — l)h, (i+l)h) for various

points and stepsizes. The maximum errors shown are those for the Galerkin scheme

proper. Also shown are the ratios of errors for consecutive stepsizes when the errors

are substantially smaller than machine precision (about 10-13).

h 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.0125
t

0.1   .845(-3)       -.302(-5)       - .203(-7)       - .466(-9)
280 150 44

1.0  - .688(-9)      - .238(-10)      - .779(-12)      - .108(-12)
30 31 7.2

10.0  .218(-13)       .525(-13)       .586(-13)      - .654(-13)
max  -.845(-3)        .593(-2)        .419(-2)        .296(-2)

1.42 1.42 1.42

Shown are the errors in the computed solution for various points and stepsizes.

Also shown are the ratios of errors for consecutive stepsizes.

Appendix. Here we set out to prove Lemma 5.3. It is helpful to introduce the

class E(P, ß) of sequences of P x P matrices that tend to zero at a certain rate:

(A.l) E(P,/3) = ({an}n>0: an G CPxP, lim n~ßan exists) .
t — 71—»OO )

It is convenient to write â(£) G T,(P,ß) when â(£) = ^^L0a"£n and {on}n G

E(P, ß). Confusion should not arise because of this. Note that E(P, ß) C E(P, 7)

for ß < 7. We have the following results.

LEMMA A.l (a) (Luxemburg [19]). Let /?,7 < -1. If A e E(P,/?) and B e

E(P,7), then {T!*=0An-iBi}n G E(P,¿), where 6 = max(/?,7).

(b) (Luxemburg [19], Eggermont [8]). If A e E(P,/?) for some ß < -1, and

i(0 is nonsingular for all \Ç\ < 1, then V{Ç) = [Â(£)]_1 G E(P,/?), and if

lining n-PAn = T, then lim,,^«, n~^Vn = -\k{l)\-xY\k{l)Yx.

Remark. In part (b) of the lemma the matrix case P > 1 reduces to the scalar

case P = 1 by means of Cramer's rule.

We now state some salient facts about the Galerkin matrix A. We let

OO

(A.2) Â(0 = £ Lö1/2AnL0-1/2r,        Kl < 1,
71 = 0

where A, is given by (2.10) and the discussion following it, and Lq G R(p+1)x(f>+1)

is the diagonal block of L.

LEMMA A.2. There exists a nonsingular matrix U G R(p+1)x(p+1) such that

for all |£| < 1

(A.3) EMifltr1 = ê(0Ô(fl,
where C G E(P + 1, -a - 1) and

(A.4) ê({)=(»(« ;)
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in which
ê<n = (^-^~a^        -7(1-O1""     \

™  \ 7(1-o1-"  i-72(i-o2-°Mo;'
Here, 7 = ¿a(a + l)r(a - 1),

00

(A.5) (1 - 0"alKO = £{(n + l)a+1 - 2n"+1 + (n - l)^1}^,
71 = 0

tp e E(l, —cv — 1), and %/>(£) ^ 0 for all |£| < 1. Moreover, for all p G C, | arg/j| <

(1 - a)-K¡2 there holds

(A.6) Re(x,/¿i(£)x)cp+i > O,        |£| < 1, x G Cp+1

and [i(£)]_1 G E(P + 1, -a - 1).

Proo/. We begin by showing (A.6). Let |£| < 1 and x G Cp+1. Define y G Z2 by

y* = iVo\yî\ • • •) in wnich Vi = Cx. Then

(x,À(£)x)cp+i =(y,Ay)(2,

and (A.6) follows from Lemma 3.4.

Now to (A.3). Let U(Lo)1/2 be the transformation of Cp+1 that corresponds to

the change of basis lq{x), q = 0,1,..., P, for Pp to the basis pq(x), q = 0,l,...,P,
1 /I

where pq(x) = wq Pq(2x - 1) is the normalized, shifted Legendre polynomial of

degree q. We denote the transformed A¿ again by A¿. Then

(A.7) {Ai)qr= i pq{x) i {i + x-y)+-lpr{y)dy.
Jo Jo

Straightforward calculations show that

{Ai)o,o = [(i + 2)a+1 - 2ia+1 + (i - l)a++1}/a(a + 1),

cf. (A.5), and it is shown in [9, Lemma 4.6] that

oo

a(a + 1) ̂ (AihoC = (1 - í)-°^(0.        Kl < 1.
i=0

with ip e E(l, -a - 1) and ^(f ) ± 0 for all |£| < 1, and thus also that [t/>(0]_1 €

E(l, -a — 1), by Lemma A.l.

Writing {i + x - y)+~x = ia~l + (x - y)ia~2 + 0(i'a_3) for i -> oo, we get

Alqr = ia~l{Pq, l)(Pr, 1) + tQ-2{(p„X - i) - (pr,X - ±)} + 0(¿°-3),

where (•, •) is the L2(0,1) inner product. It follows from the orthogonality of the

Legendre polynomials that a¿9r = 0(ia~3) for (q,r) ^ (0,0), (1,0), (0,1). Since

(^t)i,o ~ ij^-2! it follows that

[i(0h,o = r(a-i)(i-o1-7i2 + â(0

with â G E(l,a - 3), and similarly for [A(£)]0,i. All this shows, since 0n(O G

E(l,-a- 1), that

Â(0=a(a + l)ë(0 + Ê(0
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mr1 =

with E e E(P + 1, -a - 1). One verifies that det0(£) = (1 - 0~a^i0 never

vanishes, whence

' (i - œm - 72(i - o3 -7(1 - w(£)'
7(1-0M0 i

and thus by Lemma A.l, [0(O]_1 e E(2, -a - 1). Therefore, [0(£)]_1 and

[ff(0]_1^(0 e E(P + 1, -a - 1). Thus,

A(0 = Ö(C)[a(« + l)/+[Ö(0]_1^(e)]

and (A.3)-(A.5) follow. Finally, as in [9], using (A.6), it can be shown that C(£) is

nonsingular for all |£| < 1 and thus by Lemma A.l also [C'(Ç)]_1 G E(P+1, -a—1);

then, finally, [i(0]_1 € E(P + 1, -a - 1).   D

We are now ready for

Proof of Lemma 5.3 for p bounded away from zero. Let p G C, |argp| <

(1 — a)7r/2 and |/z| > r for some r > 0. Note that in Lemma 5.3 the condition

(5.11) is vacuously satisfied (once (5.8) holds).

It follows from (A.6) that

Re(x,[J + M(£)]*)c+i>Nlc p+i,

and thus [I + wÂ(£)]  ' exists for all |f | < 1. Now set

w{t) = p[i+Mtor1 i(o = [/+ß-'Hor1
with

K(0 = [i(Or1eE(P + i,-a-i).
We thus have V„ ~ Tn-0-1 for some T, and then Wn ~ W»n_a_1 with

(y. = /x-1[/+At_1^(i)]"1r[/+/i-1vr(i)]-1.

Moreover, the asymptotic behavior holds uniformly in p~l, since p"1 is an element

of the set

{z G C : |z| <r,\ arg z| < (1 - a)7r/2}

which is a compact set, cf. [8, p. 264]. Thus we have (5.10), since \p\ > r is bounded

away from zero. Then also Y^iLo W^n II < °o uniformly in p, which is (5.8).    D

The proof of Lemma 5.3 for \p\ < r is more involved. We first consider the

class of mappings a of Sr = {p G C : \p\ < r, | arg//| < (1 - a)7r/2} into the set of

absolutely summable sequences of P x P matrices, i.e., a : p G Sr —> {an (p) }n G Z1,

for which there exist constants mi (a), 7712(0) such that

00

(M.l) ||a||M = sup J2 IKÍaOII < 00,
"€Sr n=0

00

(M.2) Yl ll°<-«(M) - a«(M)ll < mi(a)\p\na,
i=0

(M.3) \\an(p)\\ < m2(a)([l + l^n0]"1 - [1 + \p\(n + l)"]"1).

In (M.2) elements with negative subscripts are defined to be zero. We denote this

class of mappings by M(ST, P), or also just M(P). In M(P) convolution is defined

in the usual way: a * b(p) for p G Sr is defined by
71

(a(u) * b{p))n = ^ctn-tip^iip),        n > 0.

¿=o
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If a e M(P), then
OO

â(/a) = £>n(/i)f\ |€|<1,
71 = 0

and then (a(p)*b(p))~(Ç) = â(p, Ç)b(p, £). If o G M(P) we also say â(p, £) G M(P),

and vice versa. We have the following results (compare Luxemburg [19]).

LEMMA A. 3. If x e E(P, — a — 1) and a,b G M(P), then px and a*b are both

elements of M(P), and

||a*6||Aí < IMImIHIm,

mi(a*b) < \\a\\\{ mi(b),

m2{a * b) < [\\b\\M m2{a) + \\a\\M m2{b)} ■ 2a.

Proof. It is easily verified that the mapping p G Sr —* px, where x is a fixed

element of E(P, —a — 1), is an element of M(Sr, P). Obviously, \\a(p) * b(p)\\ii <

||a(/i)||¡i||o(u)||¡i, and we get (M.l). Also, from

(1 - 0"(a(/i) * b(p)r(t;) = â(p, 0[(1 - t)nb(p, 0]

it follows that

OO OO

53 \Mp) * b{p))i-n - (a(p) * b{ß))i\\ < H/j)||(i ¿2 \\bi-n(p) - bi(p)\\,
«=0 t=0

where elements with negative subscripts vanish. Thus a(p) * b(p) satisfies (M.2),

and the estimate for mi (a * b) follows.

Finally (dropping the p dependence in the notation),

k n

||(a*o)„|| < J3||a¿||||6„_j|| +   ̂ 2   llaillll6n-«ll>
t=0 i=k+l

where k = [n/2j, which can be estimated as

(  sup  HM    ||a||i' + (  sup ||a¿||    ||ö||,i.
\j>n/2 J \i>n/2 J

By the properties (M.1)-(M.3) for both a and 6, the property (M.3) of a * b fol-

lows, as well as the estimate for m2(a * b): the factor 2a is the upper bound of

[1 + |u|nQ]/[l + \p\ka). The lemma follows.     D

COROLLARY A.4. If a e M(P) and a*k is the k-fold convolution of a with

itself, then

htk\\M < Nik,

m1(a*k)<m1(a)\\a\\kû1,

m2{a*k) < m2{a) k{2^\\a\\M)k~1.

LEMMA A.5.   If ae M(P) and \\a\\\f < a < 1, then also

/-[/-â^er'GMtP).
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Proof Setting b(p, Ç) = I — [I — â(p, £)]-1, we get

OO OO

k=l fc=l

and so ||6(ji)||ii < T,? Mv)\\k < o-(l-a)-1. Then also b{p, £) satisfies (M.2) with

mi(b) = mi(a)/(l - a). To prove (M.3), choose N so large that 2aaN < a, and

set x = a*N. Then ||x||m < o^, and so 2q||x||m < f. Note that by Corollary A.4

we then have x G M{P) with «12(1*') < m2(x)kak~1. Now write b(p) as

6(^) = Q(/x) + Ä(/i) + Q(Ai)Ä(/i)

with
N-l 00

Q(M) = £ a*k(p),        R(p) = ^2x*k(p).

fc=i fc=i

Then Q e M{P), since it is a finite linear combination of elements of M(P). Since

||x||aí < 1, by what we have shown above, we have that R satisfies (M.1)-(M.2). It

is easily verified that R satisfies (M.3) with

00

m2{R) < J2 m2(x*k) < m2(x)/(l - a)2.
fc=i

Thus, R e M(P), and then so is b.   D

After these preliminaries (sic) we are ready to prove Lemma 5.3 for small p. We

start with the scalar case P = 0.

LEMMA A.6.   Let </>(£) = (1 - 0~aÚ{0> see (A.5).  Then

p[l+pcl{c:)}-lmeM{Si,P).

Proof. First let p G R, 0 < p < 1. It is shown in [9], using some results of

de Bruijn and Erdös [6], that [1 + MO]-1 = E^o^ with 00 = (1 + Ai)-1,

(f>i < 4>i+i < 0, and |1 — <f>o\ + E¿=i I0«l = 1- (See also Bakke and Jackiewicz [2].)

So, upon setting

â(p, 0 = 1 - [1+moi-1 - mi+p-mr'ko,
we obtain ||a(/i)||ii = 1 and ai(p) > a¿+i(/z) > 0 for all i > 0. It follows that

OO 71

J2Wi-n-i(ß) - ai(p)\ = 2j2aiiß)-
t=0 t=0

Since e_1 < e_,/n for i = 0,1,..., n, we then get that, cf. de Bruijn and Erdös [6],

71 71 OO

e-lJ2<nM < J2a^)e~'/n < £M")e",/n =à{p,e-l'n),
t=0 i=0 7=0

and thus (M.2) follows (noting that ip(l) ^ 0). To show (M.3), we use the same

trick, leading to

OO OO

E«.W < (1 - e-1)'1 £Mm)(1 - e-'/n) = (1 - e"1)"1^ - afo,«-1'")],
t = 7l 1=0
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and so
OO

(A.8) ^ai^^cll + pn"]-1.
7 = 71

Now to prove (M.3), first suppose that pna > 1. From (A.8) and the monotonicity

and positivity of the o¿ (p) we get for all k > 0,

71 + fc

(k + l)an+k(p) < £ ai(p) < c[l + pna]-\

i=n

Now take k = [{1 + pna)/pna-1\. Then n < A; < 2n, and

an+kb*) < cpna~1[l + pna}~2.

Now a3n < an+k, and so

(A.9) an{p)<apna-1[l + pna}-2

which is equivalent to (M.3).

Now suppose that pna < 1. By the monotonicity of the ai(p) we get from (M.2)

(already established) that (n + l)an(p) < cpna, and so an(p) < cpna~l. Now for

pna < 1, this implies the estimate (A.9), since [1 + pna]~2 > 1/4. So again (M.3)

follows.

Thus, â(p,ç) e M(P) for real p,0< p<l.

Now consider the complex case \p\ < l,|arg/z| < (1 — a)ir/2. Then, let v =

gjargji gjjj set ^ = [cos(arg/x)]_1. One verifies that r\ = (v - R)/R satisfies

|»7| = sin(arg/i) < cosa7r/2, which is strictly less than 1. Now do the familiar

Kolodner manipulations to obtain

à(p, 0 = ^[1 + và(R\p\, t)}-là(R\p\, O,

and so by Lemma A.5 then â(p, f) G M (Si, 1).    D

LEMMA A.7.  Let 9(f) be as in (A.4). Then there exists an r > 0 such that

p[i + pë(0]-1ê(OeM(sr,p + i).

Proof. It suffices of course to consider 9(C) instead of 8(f). Set d(p,£) =

det(I + p9(Ç)). One verifies that

d(p, o = [i+Moni+p) - M72(i - t)2-2a/m,

with 0(f) = (1 — f)_a0(f) as before. We may rearrange this as

d(p,o = [i + ßHO¥ + ße(p,0}
with

ê(p, o = i- 72[i + ^(0]_1(i - O2~270(O-

Since

(i _ o2-2a/0(O = (i - t)2-a/m e E(-a - 1)

and

[i+mop1 = i - /i[i+Mor'^o.
it follows that ê(p,Ç) is an absolutely convergent power series for every p e Si.

Also, using Lemma A.3, one verifies that pê(p, f) G M(Si, 1). Let s = sup{||c(/í)||;i:

p  G  Si}, and set r  = min(l/2s, 1).    Then it follows from Lemma A.5 that
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1 - [1 + pê(p,f)]-1 G M(Sr,l) and that [1 + rtê(p,Ç)]-1f(p,Ç) G M(SrA) for

every / G M(Sr, 1), and with Lemma A.6 that f(p, Ç)/d(p, f) G M(Sr, 1) for every

/ G M(Sr, 1). Finally, upon noting that

p\i+/i0(oi_1(i - o1_Q = m[i+Mor^oa - oim
and

p[i + m0(O]-x(i - O2"2Q/0(O = /i[i + ̂ (Or^ifXi - 02M£)]2,

it follows from Lemma A.4 and Cramer's rule that / - [/ + /¿0(f)]-1 G M(Sr,2).

So

p[I + p9(t;)]-^(f) = /-[/ + pê(^)}-1 e M(Sr,2).    D

Proof of Lemma 5.3 for small \p\. We begin by recalling that A(f ) = 8(f )C(f ),

with C e E(-a - 1), and that i(f) - a(a + l)8(f) G E(-a - 1). Now consider

B(p,0 = p[l + ¿¿Â(f)]_1Â(f). Again, the familiar Kolodner manipulations give

that

Ê(p, f) = {/ + p[i + /iaêiorM^O - «(« + i)ê(f)]}-1
xp[I + ̂ 0(01-^(00(0,

where /¿Q = a(tv + 1)//. It follows from Lemma A.7 and the above that E(p, f ) =

[l + /iaê(0]-1[Â(f)-a(a +1)8(0] is absolutely convergent for all p e Sr/a(a+i)>

with r as in Lemma A.7. Let s = sup{||E(/i)||¡i : p G 5'r/Q(Q+1)} and set

p = min{l/2s,r/a(a + 1)}. It now follows from Lemma A.7 that pÈ(p,Ç) G

M(SP, P + 1) and from Lemma A.4 that I - [I + pÊ(p, f )]_1 G M(SP, P +1) and

then finally that Ê(p, f) G M(Sp, P + l).    Ü
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